Do backers treat Trump like a king?

Talking Points
1. How are these cartoonists portraying arguments in the U.S. Senate for the acquittal of President Donald Trump on impeachment charges?
2. What was he accused of?
3. Do you think President Trump did anything wrong in asking the president of Ukraine to investigate a political rival?
4. Should the legislative and judicial branches of the government exercise as much power as the executive branch? Why or why not?
5. What shouldn’t a U.S. president be allowed to do?

Between the lines
“If a president does something which he believes will help him get elected in the public interest, that cannot be the kind of quid pro quo that results in impeachment.” - Alan Dershowitz, lawyer for President Trump.

Additional resources
- More by Dave Whamond
  https://www.cagle.com/author/dave-whamond/
- More by R.J. Matson
  https://www.cagle.com/author/r-j-matson/
- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/